A TASTE OF GIN
by Roger Gude, Art & Archive Co-Editor, Poetry Co-Editor 2014

A Taste of Gin Online Editorial Feature
Each month Bombay Gin Literary Journal presents an online feature by one of our editorial
board members. We call this: “A Taste of Gin.” These tastes give us, as editors, the opportunity
to share our individual artistic and aesthetic visions. We split our Bombay Gin third-mind
temporarily in order to show you the nuances, quirks, and concerns we, as an editorial board,
comprise. We hope you enjoy these future tastings.

Editor’s Note
I’ve put some young, unheard, south south-east writers together for this one. We’re talking of
the United States and it’s really something to imagine just how many people find their voices on
the edges of this great nation. Makes for an interesting tale: to look at the artists still plugging
along from estranged parts of the country. Though, trends being as they are, more often than not
when attention comes to the great states of Alabama, or Pennsylvania, or Indiana, or Kentucky,
it’s met with apt skepticism usurped by the nuanced beauty of the countryside. Well I know for
sure that this collection comes forth like a crotch punch that dismantles into the intricate
collection of bones that make the hand which leads to a shockwave of physics throughout the
rest of the body, to the skull, the brain. The work here unravels like something you’ll appreciate
when you’re older… or right now. I’m fine with it either way just as long as the pages turn.
Exploring our millennial cognitive dispositions, branching out towards optimism bogged down
in assurance, and a slew of other mental stimulants have this collection punctuating what would
normally be considered a stale cultural sandwich compared to the meat platter being provided for
us by the “hubs,” on either coast.

Kudos,

Roger Gude
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Unraveling Being Accidently Patchwork
For Desnos, Celan, Kapil, etc.

She said
we scoop out a hole in the sky
where it is roomy to lie
I said, a grave
This is why our love is in crisis
you are morbid, nihilistic
Those are not your words, I said
There is a man in this house who
writes and is as a snake
Cultivates, who cultivates
in the capriciousness of stale air
I will show you my poetics
watch me over the baby, stove
come into my bed, I will show
you my poetics, she said
It is all a mystery
a whispering confession of
nothingness, one by one
it is a lifting of her veils
And after this great destruction
every poet will attest innocence
There is no innocence in truth

Our children will be buried beneath
all of this, where is nature?
Feral children are fatty, I said
Those are not your words, she said
Poetry is a share economy
besides, the darkness surrounds us
You know we cannot afford a car
what have you shared?
My soul, I say, we both laugh
but still I fail to walk the air
but still I grow hard to see
and then vanish entirely
Should I write new stanzas for
Amazing Grace, darling?
You have always believed that
you are so funny, I laugh, she smiles
William Burroughs shot his wife
in the head, she laughs, I smile
Is that poetry, is that what you mean
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bathtub

there's the empty,
vaulted humidity.
there's the soap
and, this time, candles.
my legs and belly;
those islands,
hairy seaweed beached
in the lukewarm tide
and that buoy between my thighs.
it's so warm in here.
i hear the echoed drip.
i sigh, close
my eyes, and already
i want to get out.

Indiana, © Dason Anderson 2014
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Corcovado
Tonight’s gig is scheduled for eight PM and dubbed “Saturday Dinner Jazz” by a
restaurant unaware of any pejorative connotations that phrase might hold in the minds of some
imaginative, industrious, perhaps even pretentious musicians who may have resented their
prodigious talents going to waste in order to aid digestion, the chewing, swallowing and eventual
evacuation of overpriced steaks, salads, hamburgers, and fries. The present members of tonight’s
quintet, however, hold no such prejudices or pretentions; most of them are broke; all of them are
living paycheck-to-paycheck. They are happy to play—even happier to play for a sum of
seventy-five dollars each.
The pianist, who teaches Sunday school at his fiancée’s church, is a short bespectacled
young man who drools when deeply immersed in the various inverted and extended voicings his
instrument offers. The bassist is a vaguely Celtic looking young man with a laconic smile and
pleasant green eyes who fucking hates his landscaping job and wishes he could just play bass, eat
fries, and drink half-price draft beer for a living. He keeps asking if anybody has a cigarette
while tonight’s drummer taps her fingers nervously on the sides of her half-empty pint glass.
She’d shared a joint with the guitarist’s girlfriend on her way to the gig, and she’s hoping that
nobody in the audience will her notice swollen eyes or inability to play any rhythm even hinting
at Latin; she hopes they’ll drop Corcovado from the set-list. The guitar player, a graduate student
with an impressive beard, still hasn’t narrowed down the set list because certain songs require a
fucking horn like a trumpet or a saxophone and nobody knows where in the hell Daniel, the
fucking horn player, is. The guitarist’s girlfriend is placing surreptitious bets on the hockey game
playing on the big T.V. behind the bar.

Earlier, Daniel had killed a sixer of beer by himself before having another round with the
rest of the quintet except for the piano player, who explained that yes, drinking was, in fact,
against his religion. Daniel got a little drunk and started swaying on his feet as if he were tired or
impatient. His wife thought that he had stepped outside to have a smoke, but it’s been forty-five
minutes and he still hasn’t returned. She keeps saying—in between bites of nachos piled high
with sour cream and cheddar cheese—that that she doesn’t know what’s gotten into Daniel, that
he’s not usually like this, that he doesn’t usually drink this much. The guitar player strokes his
massive beard and pulls out a cell phone from the pocket of his too-tight black khakis and
another cigarette from its cellophane wrapper.
Every member of the quintet smokes cigarettes except the hemp-addled, cancer fearing
drummer; the guitarist smokes Parliaments; the pianist smokes American Spirits; the bassist is
always quitting and consequentially has none; the alto player, Daniel, smokes Senecas. The
guitarist announces that he’s calling Jack to come fill in for the missing alto, fuck Daniel, he’s
sick of this kind of crap, and he walks with a purposeful stride into the restaurant’s French doors.
Laughter rises from around the bar, most prominently from the guitarist’s girlfriend, and the
guitarist’s neck and face turn crimson as he shoves the doors out of his way. The drummer also
laughs, giggling into her hand. She doesn’t like Jack, a tenor player, because he once laughed at
her record collection, and she wishes the guitar player would call Tom, who was also a
serviceable drummer as well as an alto player. Maybe he could sit in while she smoked another
joint and the night could be salvaged before the dreaded Corcovado.
The pianist isn’t drinking or smoking despite a small nagging desire, because his
girlfriend might smell the telltale vapors later on, in bed, and there would be an argument, which
would affect his already meager sleep allotment preceding a five am Sunday church gig and then

a session of Sunday school. He sighs and takes some nachos from the discarded plate belonging
to Faith, the alto player’s wife. Faith still doesn’t know where Daniel is or what’s gotten into
him. Daniel, by the way, is not insufflating substances in a bathroom stall or sitting at a table
downing tequila while his distressed and insatiable wife orders another large nacho plate; he isn’t
even outside in the quiet night, staring at the quiet stars. Rather, he’s seated directly of the
restaurant’s cheerful fireplace, pointing the bell of a purloined clarinet towards the joyful leaping
flames. He’s weeping and playing the head of Corcovado over and over again, knowing it
wouldn’t sound this good later. It never sounds this good, he thinks, in front of anyone digesting
anything.

Pennsylvania © Caitlin Turner 2013

Excerpted from the novella, Based on a True Story

Driving down the road on the way to Max’s, the Beaut, starts to make strange, grinding
noises like a rusty metal dispute. Or like a caged dinosaur roar. Wes and I both acknowledge it
but don’t say anything. We’ve already crossed that bridge before our trip out tonight. We just
have to take care of it tomorrow. Sounds like the rotors are acting up. It feels like we’re driving
old forgotten and dusty furniture. Or maybe it feels like old books smell when you open them
after years. Words are still there, but the effect of the book is overshadowed by the smell. What
do they say; smell constitutes 60% of taste? Basically we barrel down the road in bad taste.
“Let’s make this quick dude. I don’t want it break down out here.”
“I hear you. Max did text me earlier about how he picked something up from the deep
web.”
“Really? Shit I didn’t know he could do that. I thought he was just learning it.”
I like when people do this. They pull the red cape out of the way just in time to let the
bull know he’s back at square one. When you think you know a person.
“Good no one else is home.”
Wes and I park the Beaut up on the curb a little bit. The sun beats down and his
driveway throws some of it back. Can’t help sweating. Draining.
“Sup dudes.” Max greets us at the door. 3 eyed cat t-shirt in full effect. He looks like if
he cleaned up he’d do it like it’s nothing but insisted on putting work in to look like an
overgrown nerd. Fit.

We make our way down the foyer between the stairs and living room. The walls all
neutral, not much hanging. I think most of them keep their personal stuff in their rooms. The
common areas are beige.
“You guys aren’t going to believe this…” Max directs.
In the kitchen, gutted on the table is a fully automatic AK-47. Its box and carrying case
lay propped against the wall. The metal glares from the light above us. Our faces light up. I’ve
never been this close to a machine gun. FPSs and movies are all.
“That’s right boys it’s a Kalashnikov. AK-47A1 straight from Bulgaria.” He pauses and
smirks for affect. “I had it fitted with chrome plates and ordered twelve boxes of 39mm
M43/M67 bullets too. I haven’t even fired the damn thing yet.”
“Dude this thing is amazing. This is what that text was about?”
I look around the room and take in the ammo boxes sitting on a dolly.
“It only weighs about 11 pounds and check this out.”
Max leans in and points at an iron sight. We all exchange looks, Wes sitting on the
kitchen counter fanning his face with a jazzed look in his bright eyes. I’m kind of glowing too. I
guess we all are.
“Let’s go shoot it downstairs.”
“What?”
“In the basement. The sound will be muffled I just want to blast something real quick.”

“Right.”
We stream downstairs into his basement. Big grey walls and a huge entertainment center.
Surround sound it looks like, big wrap-around leather couches. A huge fireplace holds most of
the rest of my attention as we walk through a door plastered with a big Zombie poster.
The next room isn’t even a room. Just a few pillars holding up the frame of the house
and the wooden boards from the floor above stand out like grating behind posts in a fence. A big
table sits in the back corner with a white dummy propped on it. I can tell it’s a dummy; it’s got
boots on but is really just a collection of pillows stapled into a large t-shirt and pants. On its
chest, I see this as Max picks it up and moves it to the center of the room, is a four-ringed black
and white target with a red dot in the center. I laugh at his head.
“What’s that, a toupee?”
“Yeah my dad’s old one.”
A face is drawn on it. Almost looks like a kindergartener could have drawn it if it
weren’t for the big swastika right between its eyes.
“You know… because fuck Nazi’s,” Max says. “Here. Put these on.” He hands us two
big pairs of ear mufflers. Wes and I stand with our backs against the cement wall as Max takes
center stage in the room after putting in his own personal ear buds to slow the noise.
Blasting. That’s what he does. His face lights up and he puts on the biggest grin I’ve
ever seen in person. His narrow teeth separate and his nose acts as another crosshair for him to
aim down. The dummy begins its departure. First its guts go as Max pierces it with at least five
rounds. The stuffing from the pillows starts to pour.

“HA HA!” Max belts. “Here, you try.” He hands the gun to me.
“Whoa whoa whoa keep that thing pointed at the ground!” Max insists even though it’s
pointing downward the whole time. I think he’s afraid I’ll take his foot off, not kill him.
“I got you I got you.”
Wes and Max move to the back of the room. I walk into the center and line myself up in
a straight line with the dummy, its poor belly agape and dangling like in a meat locker. I cave
into the thrill of wielding such a large and powerful weapon. Its history alone is enough to make
me nearly want to bow down to it, not just think of it as a tool. Or an appendage, I quickly
understand why soldiers fall in love with their weapons so often.
“Shoot it dude!” Wes says. He’s muffled from the headphones, sounds like he’s far.
I begin to unload a few rounds in the dummy’s general direction. The kick back is more
than I expected. The barrel swings upward a little bit and I see Wes and Max flinch out of the
corner of my eye.
The sound of it inside the ear muff is crazy. Like what a bomb would sound like from a
thousand miles away. I blast the dummy’s left arm off and part of his shoulder. If it had an ear
it’d be missing.
Dangling at the head of the room like an egg sack after birth the dummy starts to remind
me of people and things I’ve thought about shooting before. Like the cop who ran over my first
cat. Or my ex-girlfriends husband. My accuracy becomes better.
Understanding why the NRA exists is one of the quickest conclusions I’ve ever drawn.

“Alright alright alright!” Max blurts and starts making his way to me. About ten shell
casings lay on the floor.
“My bad, here.” I hand it back to Max stock pointing upwards, and go stand at the side.
My hands are tingling.
“That’s like wielding the broadsword. Or the katana of our times dude.” I say.
Wes grins and takes the gun and begins a sequence of triplet burst rounds into the limp
dummy’s chest. The way he does it, he dances with the rifle. When it fires his body becomes
something else. Something made to hold it, to shoot it, to use it like it’s always been there.
He detaches the dummy’s head from its body. Now it dangles. He pops a few more
rounds and it starts to swing violently from side to side at the back of the room. The toupee,
surprisingly, doesn’t move. The hair doesn’t even react to the swing.
“Let me get the last few shots in. I think we’re almost out.” Max says and walks up next
to Wes and takes the weapon from him. The head stops swaying.
Max pulls the rifle up to his face and nearly rests his cheek on its stock. He shuts one eye
and looks down the sights. I can tell he shuts one eye by the slight augment of his posture.
Everything is still.
Three rounds fly across the room at speeds I wish I can see. What I do see is the head
burst open, the Swastika ripped down the middle. What little pillow was left in the skull falls
out. Now it looks like a pair of cloth fangs trying to hide the fact they’re balding. Toupee holds
tight.

Max double checks for any last rounds in the AK before he detaches the magazine and
clicks the safety on. We leave the room satisfied. Upstairs we fail to acknowledge the faint
voices and sporadic footsteps of two people. My ears are still readjusting to the effects of the
muffle.
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Somatic Book Review: John Colburn Psychedelic Norway
By Roger Gude

WHEN picking up Psychedelic Norway by John Colburn, be careful as to not let your
hands turn into diamond replicas. FOR this book is more like a magical artifact found in the
depths of a cavern, located right next to a carefully crafted maroon 19th century wing-back chair.
IT envelopes you into a world of comfort and broken-ness whilst simultaneously packing
mountains of language into lines not seen, like the shining rocks your hands might become.
WHEN handling such a dangerous book make sure you’ve got the proper gloves on.
THICK ones made for handling molten lava (for example). IF you do manage to handle the
book and read it by the dim light created by cracks in the cave walls in the ominous and echofilled cavern by which you forget your body in, then BRAVO. YOU now need to take this
outside, where it can breathe real air the way it’s meant to be. AND if you don’t take it outside,
you might as well swallow it and keep it in your dark hollow belly until it ferments. SINCE you
will undoubtedly vomit, make sure you do so in the safety and comfort of your local town hall.
HERE, packed tightly into orifices of the system, you will find use.
WHEN reflecting on the mess you’ve made all over the counter and the computers and
the business casual dress of the clerk, don’t worry. COLBURN has you like you might have had
yourself to dance with back when. YOU are safe like being in control, just let it work or don’t.
Either way, pick it up and find your mind the way your hands might be, if you weren’t careful
when picking it up in the first place.
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Contributors
Dason Anderson is co-Chieftan of the Savage Artists Tribe in Bloomington, IN. His favorite
flavor of La Croix is pamplemousse. With his tribe, Dason has produced the zine, EGGS. He
has been published in Beatdom, Word Riot, and Having A Whiskey Coke With You.
Blake Guffey is a long form fascist seeking evolution through radical pacifism. A former toad,
he was transformed into a protosapein by Alice Notley’s warm kiss, and now spends his days
reminiscing about the glorious muck on park benches throughout Boulder, CO.
Cait Turner is a multi-genre homie who hates being referred to as homie but it’s important to
recognize. Drawing voice and inspiration from the rough and colorful landscapes of the east
coast, she harnesses her powers in any way she can fit. Her writing is heavily influenced by her
years as a Space Gladiator.
Jeff Hamilton creates artwork and pets cats and performs the necessary practices to continually
call shit out. Working odd jobs at places like cake factories make this little diamond one found
in the rough. Besides his current artistic theme he also did the album artwork for Beware, the
2009 studio album from recording artist Bonnie Prince Billy.
Roger Gude is a park ranger. No. He’s not. Actually he’s just a nincompoop, a fart knocker, a
turd. He’s that part of a sentence you wish you didn’t have to read but you know you will; that
molecule of oxygen undeniably a part of everything. He’s made of blood and organs and
besides that there’s a part of his chest that has been replaced by a computer screen, a touch
screen, representing his mood by the simple colors of a digital heart.

